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Indoor Centres- Combining Golf and Sports

Events- Hotels & Leisure Industry

Attracting & keeping visitors at your stand

A lot of indoor centres with our HD Golf Simulators installed are
now adding the HD Multi Sports software to their systems. 

Having 14 different Sports available to choose from like Soccer, 
Rugby, American Football and FootGolf, the Multi Sport option is 
ideal in helping the centres to attract new customers all year round. 

The end result is increased revenues being generated all year round 
through a wide range of new markets. 

Also these new clients can possibly take up Golf as a result. 

A recent trend has seen the growing popularity of our HD Golf 
Simulators being hired out for events within the Hotel & Leisure 
Industry.

Ideal for corporate functions and conferences in providing the     
ultimate interaction experience for guests to get to know one and 
other as well as providing a unique form of entertainment.

Normally we run a closest to the pin and longest drive competition 
ensuring each guest has the opportunity to take part in the various 
challenges. 

As you can see from the image, the HD Golf Simulator is the ideal
way of attracting visitors to your booth at events as well as keeping
them there for longer. 

With branding placed around the exterior of the housing structure 
and strategically placed in game advertising on tee boxes and 
behind greens your business will receive maxmum exposure 
throughout the event. 

Members of staff can approach those waiting to discuss your 
products & services.
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Decathlon Store Germany

HD Golf Simulator- Private Lessons from home

Developments- Simulator Playability

Sports Coach are proud to have one of our HD Golf Simulators
installed within a Decathlon store in Germany. 

What better way to decide on the perfect clubs than to try them 
out on a virtual range or golf course or to test putters using our 
high speed camera technology (the world’s most accurate). 

The Store is currently in talks to install our HD Multi Sport Simulator 
within the store to help with sales in other sporting departments.

Recently we have noticed a growing trend in the number of local
PGA Professionals setting up facilities at their homes as a base 
from which to provide lessons and coaching to the general public 
using our Ultimate Golf Academy Simulator. 

The Ultimate Golf Academy Simulator is the perfect indoor training 
tool and provides a vast array of detailed feedback which includes 
statistics and information relevant to your swing.

It also allows the pro to record and play back any of your shots to
help describe what is good and bad about your swing.

The new and improved Sports Coach Home Screen allows users 
to easily select between which Simulator program they wish to use.

Whether you have purchased the GPS, GSX, Sports, Racing or
Shooting Simulator the options will appear based on your available
products. 

We have worked hard to ensure the system is very user friendly 
and there is very little loading time between each program.
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